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ABSTRACT Architectural design of hollow carbon spheres (HCSs) plays a vital role in improving 

their performance and expanding applications. The tailorable synthesis of bumpy or asymmetric 

HCSs with a refined structure remains a challenge. Herein, bumpy hollow carbon spheres (BHCSs) 

and bumpy concave hollow carbon spheres (BCHCSs) have been engineered. The synthesis 

involves the formation of core/shell precursor via the surface polymerization of pyrrole monomers 

on polystyrene nanoparticles, followed by the controlled pyrolysis process under different 

conditions. In comparison with HCSs, the concave hollow structure can reduce the excessive 

interior cavity and maintain prevalent merits of hollow structures; The bumpy shell can improve 

the surface area and number of active sites thus improving the kinetics as energy storage devices. 

As a result, among BCHCSs, BHCSs and HCSs, BCHCSs exhibit optimal electrochemical 

performance. The lithium-ion hybrid capacitors (LICs) employing BCHCSs as anode can deliver 

the energy density of 0.2182 KWh kg-1 at a power density of 0.2235 KW Kg-1. Overall, this study 

provides an innovative design and strategy for constructing unique carbon nano-architectures for 

energy storage. 

Introduction 

Carbon spheres and other nano carbon materials have shown great potential in the application 

of energy storage for their excellent electronic conductivity, high specific surface area, alongside 

stable electrochemistry 1-9. The architectural design of carbon spheres endows them with a number 

of novel attributes including adjustable particle size distribution, regular geometry and refined 

structure, and hence of significant impact on their electric properties and corresponding 
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electrochemical performances 10-13. Recently, numerous efforts have been dedicated to the 

engineering of hollow carbon spheres (HCSs) as energy storage electrode materials 14-19, because 

(ⅰ) the hollow cavity can provide free space favoring strain relaxation, as well as accommodation 

of volume change for electrode materials amid repeated lithium intercalation/deintercalation; (ⅱ) 

the thin and porous shells can shorten diffusion distances for both electrons and lithium ions thus 

contributing to improved rate capability. However, low tap density, small specific surface area 

(SSA) and excessive interior cavity space of intact hollow structure hinder their application as 

energy storage electrodes. In addition to the merits of HCSs, hierarchical bumpy structure can 

increase SSA and enrich active sites, while buckled structures can decrease the redundant interior 

cavity space, increase the density of volumetric packing, and promote mass transport capabilities 

by shortening diffusion pathway 19-22. However, the preparation of HCSs with a bumpy shell 

remains underdeveloped, let alone HCSs combining a bumpy shell and a concave cavity. 

In this study, bumpy concave hollow carbon spheres (BCHCSs), and bumpy hollow carbon 

spheres (BHCSs) were fabricated by surface polymerization and controlled pyrolysis. The 

formation mechanism of the BCHCSs and BHCSs was investigated and discussed. The effects of 

architecture of the BCHCSs, BHCSs and HCSs on the energy storage performance were studied 

in detail. As the anode of lithium-ion hybrid capacitors (LICs), the LICs with BCHCSs can deliver 

a high energy density as 0.2182 KWh kg-1 and the power density as high as 0.2235 KW kg-1. These 

outcomes suggest that architectural design of BCHCSs provides an effective route towards high-

performance LICs. 

Experimental Section 
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Materials. The styrene (Acros, 99%) and pyrrole (Aldrich, 99%) monomers were distilled under 

reduced pressure to remove the inhibitor and oligomer. Activated carbon (3000 m2/g) was 

purchased from Beijing Carbon Century Technology Co., Ltd. Ferric chloride (FeCl3, 98%), 

hydrochloric acid (A.R.), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Mw:1300000), ethanol (A.R.), 

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), N-methyl 2-pyrrolidone (NMP), and carbon black were all 

purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co and used as received. 

Preparation Production 

Preparation of PS NPs. 58 mg sodium chloride and 58 mg potassium persulfate were dissolved in 

90 g of deionized water. After that, 8 ml of styrene monomer was dropped to the solution, which 

was bubbled with nitrogen for 15 min. and heated to 80 degree to react for 12 h. Oligomers and 

inorganic salts were purified by dialysis for one week. The obtained PS NPs showed a diameter of 

580 ± 19.5 nm. 

Preparation of PS@PVP@PPy core-shell NPs. 0.1 g PVP and 0.5 g PS NPs were dispersed in 35 

mL of deionized water, then 0.534 g Py monomer and 2.7 g FeCl3·6H2O were added in the solution. 

After 24 hours polymerization at 25 oC, the precipitates were centrifuged, washed by deionized 

water and dried at 75 ℃. PS@PPy nanoparticles in the absence of PVP were fabricated by the 

same steps. 

Preparation of hollow carbon spheres (HCSs) bumpy concave hollow carbon spheres (BCHCSs) 

and bumpy hollow carbon spheres (BHCSs). The obtained PS@PVP@PPy NPs were thermal 

decomposed to synthesis BCHCSs and BHCSs in tubular furnace under inert gases and in vacuum, 

respectively. The obtained PS@PPy NPs without PVP were also carbonized to obtain HCSs in a 
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quartz tubular furnace under nitrogen atmosphere. The product was heated up to 950 °C at a 

heating rate of 10 °C/min, held at 950 °C for 2 h and then cooled to room temperature. 

Results and discussion 

Material synthesis and mechanism discussion 

The fabrication process of BHCSs, and BCHCSs and HCSs is schematically described in Figure 

1a. The polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) modified polystyrene (PS) hard core and PPy shell 

nanoparticles (NPs) were prepared at first 23. Then BCHCSs and BHCSs were obtained by 

pyrolysis of PS@PVP@PPy core/shell precursor under nitrogen atmosphere and in vacuum, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic depiction of the fabrication process of HCSs, BHCSs, and BCHCSs. (b) 

TEM image of bumpy PS@PVP@PPy core/shell particles; SEM images of BCHCSs (c) and 
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BHCSs (f); TEM image of BCHCSs (d) and BHCSs (g); HAADF-STEM image and corresponding 

element mapping of C, N and O in an individual BCHCSs (e) and BHCSs (h). 

The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of PS@PVP@PPy core/shell NPs 

demonstrated bumpy shell (Figure 1b). The formation mechanism will be discussed in detail 

below. After pyrolysis under nitrogen atmosphere or in vacuum, bumpy shell was inherited for 

both BCHCSs and BHCSs while PS core was removed completely (Figure 1c–g). Interestingly, 

the pyrolysis under nitrogen atmosphere yielded concaved structure, while that under vacuum 

condition yielded non-concaved structure (Figure 1c–g). The high-angle annular dark-field-

scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images in Figure 1e and h confirm 

the even distribution of C, N, O elements of both BCHCSs and BHCSs. It is worth noting that 

smooth core/shell precursor and corresponding HCSs were obtained without PVP modification 

layer (Figure S1a and S1b), suggesting that PVP chains show an essential part in the formation of 

bumpy and concave shell. 

To investigate the formation mechanism of bumpy PS@PVP@PPy core/shell NPs, 

polymerization dynamics were investigated by SEM imaging at different time points during 

reaction (Figure 2a–h). It can be observed from Figure 2a that the surface of PS NPs is smooth 

with a particle diameter of 580 nm. With increasing the reaction time to 40 min, the particle size 

increases to 750 nm (Figure 2e), indicating the rapid polymerization of pyrrole monomers on the 

PS NPs surface. After 40 min, the polymerization rate on the surface of PS NPs decreased sharply 

while small PPy dots with diameter about 45 nm appeared (Figure 2e–h). It can be concluded that 

there are two stages of growth of pyrrole on the surface of PS particles in the presence of adsorption 

PVP layer (Figure 2i). The maximum theoretical adsorption PVP chains on the surface of 0.5 g 

PS NPs with a particle size of 580 nm was about 0.00345 g according to the literature, which was 
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attributed to the formation of smooth PPy shell at the first polymerization stage 24. However, 0.1 

g PVP chains were used in this study, the excess PVP chains were located around the PS NPs as 

random coils (Figure 1a) 24, as confirmed by the results of dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Figure 

2j). After absorption of PVP chains, the diameter of PS NPs increased from 580 nm to 780 nm and 

the polydispersity index (PDI) increased from 0.040 to 0.085, indicating that absorbed PVP chains 

were located around the PS NPs. The coils of PVP chains provided the nucleation sites for the PPy 

dots to initiate the second polymerization stage, contributing to the formation of bumpy shell. 

 

Figure 2. SEM images of PS@PVP@PPy core/shell NPs obtained after different reaction time: 

(a) 0 min; (b) 5 min; (c) 10 min; (d) 20 min; (e) 40 min; (f) 80 min; (g) 160 min; (h) 240 min. (The 

scale bar is 500 nm) (i) Curve plot of reaction time versus particle size (nm) and shell thickness 

(nm). (j) the diameter of PS NPs and PVP modified PS NPs characterized by dynamic light 

scattering. (k) Cross-sectional view and isometric view of FE simulation of a single bumpy hollow 

particles subjected to external pressure. 
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BCHCSs were prepared by controlled pyrolysis precursor to 950 °C in inert gas, during which 

PS chains were completely decomposed to form vacuum in the core, while PPy shells were 

carbonized and deformed at the same time, due to the pressure difference between purged nitrogen 

atmosphere and vacuum core. However, BHCSs without deformed structure were obtained by 

pyrolysis of bumpy core/shell precursor under vacuum. It can be concluded that the pressure 

provided by purged inert atmosphere is crucial for the deformation of shell (Figure 1a). For the 

sake of further figure out the mechanism of deformation process, we performed modelling on the 

buckling of a bumpy hollow particles by applying the external pressure loading on the surface of 

spherical shell through finite element (FE) simulation. Figure 2k shows the cross-sectional and 

isometric view of FE simulation of a single hollow particles. According to the simulation results, 

a critical buckling loading about 7.5 MPa was obtained. 

Structure characterization 
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Figure 3. (a) XRD patterns of HCSs, BHCSs, and BCHCSs. HRTEM image of (b) BHCSs and (c) 

BCHCSs. (d) Raman spectra of HCSs, BHCSs, and BCHCSs. (e) N2 adsorption isotherm of HCSs, 

BHCSs, and BCHCSs. (f) Pore size distributions of HCSs, BHCSs, and BCHCSs. 

Figure 3a shows XRD patterns of HCSs, BHCSs, and BCHCSs samples. All samples exhibit 

broad peaks associated with (002) diffraction, indicating the amorphous nature of carbon materials 

25,26. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of BCHCSs and BHCSs demonstrated the 

amorphous structure with slightly order graphite domain for both shell and attached dots (Figure 

3b and c) 27,28. These results show that the pyrolysis condition does not affect the crystalline phase 

of carbon spheres. 

Raman spectra (Figure 3d) displayed the characteristic of sp2 and sp3 domains. The peak at 1350 

cm−1 is assigned to D band corresponding to disordered carbon or defective graphitic structures, 

while the peak at 1600 cm−1 is assigned to G band corresponding to the graphitic layers and the 

tangential vibration of the carbon atoms. The IG/ID ratio is 1.07, 1.09 and 1.07 for HCSs, BCHCSs, 

and BHCSs, respectively, indicating that all samples have a low G-to-D band ratio, demonstrating 

the disordered carbon structure, in accordance with XRD results 29,30. Amorphous carbon materials 

can deliver excellent ion diffusion kinetics for LICs anode owing to enhancement of capacitive 

charge-storage capabilities for the anode of Li ion storage. 

The SSA of HCSs, BCHCSs, and BHCSs is 257, 466 and 423 m2 g-1, respectively (Figure 3e 

and Table S1). A typical IV-type adsorption curves was observed for all samples31. Pore structure 

parameters are listed in Table S1 and Figure 3f. BCHCSs exhibit the highest SSA, a hierarchically 

porous feature and a wide distribution in range from 2 to 100 nm, demonstrating abundant 

micropores, mesopores, and macropores due to the bumpy surface. BHCSs exhibit moderate SSA 
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and a narrow pore size distribution from 1 to 5 nm due to the vacuum pyrolysis condition. 

However, HCSs exhibits lowest SSA and scarce pores structure. It is envisaged that, the 

hierarchical porosity of BCHCSs will benefit their uses as anode materials, by facilitating the 

adsorption of lithium ions, the infiltration and transmission of electrolyte, and improving the mass 

transmission capacity.  

 

Figure 4. (a) Overall spectra of HCSs, BCHCSs, and BHCSs. Representative high-resolution N 

1s XPS spectra of BCHCSs (b) and BHCSs (c). (d) schematic model of functional groups in 

DCHCSs. 
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The survey-scan XPS spectra clearly show three components indexing to C, N, and O (Figure 

4a). The results of chemical composition (EA) elemental content (Table S1) suggest that BCHCSs 

exbibit the highest content of nitrogen 9.67% owing to the nitrogen containing precursor of PPy 

and PVP which can increase the conductivity of samples by improving the surface wettability 32,33. 

The N 1s spectrum of BCHCSs (Figure 4b) and BHCSs (Figure 4b and c) is divided to four peaks, 

corresponding to graphitic nitrogen (N–Q), pyrrolic nitrogen (N–5), pyridinic nitrogen (N–6), and 

oxidized nitrogen (N–O). N–5 and N–6 have larger content than other nitrogen groups for both 

BCHCSs and BHCSs, implying the abundance of pyrrolic nitrogen and pyridinic nitrogen, which 

can boost electrochemical performance. It is acknowledged that, pyridinic–N and pyrrolic–N can 

amplify the specific capacitance of N-doped materials due to their pseudocapacitive contribution 

34,35. The results show that all samples have the same chemical formular (Figure 4d), suggesting 

that the pyrolysis condition has no effect on the chemical structure of the products. 

Electrochemical analysis for half cells 

The unique morphology, amorphous structure with slightly ordered graphite domain, high SSA, 

abundant pore structure, and heteroatoms of HCSs, BCHCSs and BHCSs made these carbon 

nanomaterials a promising candidate as energy storage electrodes. To assess the electrochemical 

properties of all samples, we constructed and tested half-cell configurations, by adopting coin-type 

cells having lithium foil as reference and counter electrodes. Figure 5a and b display a 

representative CV curve of BCHCSs and BHCSs anode at scan rates of 0.5 mV s-1 (potential range: 

0.02–3.0 V vs Li/Li+). As shown in Figure 5a and b, the sharp cathodic peak at around 0.14 V can 

be assigned to the step intercalation of lithium ions into porous carbon to yield Li–intercalated 

compound 36. 
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Figure 5. Electrochemical performance of BCHCSs and BHCSs based half-cell configurations: a 

representative CV curve of BCHCSs (a) and BHCSs (b) anode (potential range: 0.02-3.0 V vs 

Li/Li+; scan rate: 0.5 mV s-1). Area in shadow indicates the surface capacitive contribution as anode 

electrode; (c) Charge-discharge curves of BCHCSs, BHCSs and HCSs anode in the first cycle 

(current density: 0.1 A g-1); (d) Rate performance of HCSs, BCHCSs and BHCSs anodes; (e) 

Nyquist plots of HCSs, BCHCSs and BHCSs electrodes; (f) Cycling stability and coulombic 

efficiency of BCHCSs, BHCSs and HCSs anode within 1600 cycles (current density: 2 A g-1; mass 

loading: 0.41 mg cm2.) 

Based on the method of current separation, the contribution of capacitive capacity can be 

distinguished from the contribution of diffusion-controlled capacity as per the following equation 

as indicated by the shadowed area in the CV curve in Figure 5a and b 37-39. 

  1 2

1 2i V k v k v                                     (1) 
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where i (V) represents the response currents (i) corresponding to voltages (V). k1 and k2 are 

constants. k1v and k2v
1/2 represent capacitive effects and diffusion-controlled behavior, 

respectively.  About 58.78% and 63.66% of the total current area (k1v) arise from the contribution 

of the pseudocapacitive behavior at 0.5 mV s-1 for BCHCSs and BHCSs respectively, suggesting 

a capacity for rapid storage of Li+ at high current density. These results show that the charge–

storage of the BCHCSs and BHCSs electrode has two behaviors (capacitive capacity and diffusion-

controlled capacity), desirable for rapid storage of lithium ions to balance kinetics of cathode. 

Figure 5c depicts charge-discharge curves of the BCHCSs, BHCSs and HCSs anode in the first 

cycle. They exhibit sloping features similar to reported carbonaceous anodes, indicating the 

surface-driven dominated Li+ storage behavior. The 1st cycle displays a specific capacity of 1783, 

1498, and 1332 mAh g-1, as well as a reversible specific capacity of 899,735 and 840 mAh g-1 for 

BCHCSs, BHCSs and HCSs anode, which is better than that of the capacity of graphite (372 mAh 

g-1). The irreversible capacity results from the generation of SEI layer as well as the irreversible 

insertion of lithium ions at special sites in the carbon material 40,41. Notably, the specific capacity 

of BCHCSs (1783 mAh g-1) is approximately 4.8 folds of the theoretical capacity of graphite. 

Figure 5d shows the rate performance of BCHCSs and BHCSs anode at different current 

densities. BCHCSs can deliver reversible capacities of 1783, 690.2, 593.8, 512.3, 439, 379.5 mA 

h g-1 at rates of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, 4 A g-1, respectively. While BHCSs and HCSs deliver lower 

capacities, demonstrating less good rate performance than that of BCHCSs. The unique 

architecture of BCHCSs retains the advantage of cavity structure thus reducing the charge 

transmission distance, and improving charge/electron transmission efficiency, which are 

confirmed by electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) (Figure 5e). As can be seen from Figure 

5e, the semicircles in high-frequency region reveal that, the BCHCSs and BHCSs electrodes 
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delivered the same charge-transfer impedance (Rct), while HCSs delivered higher Rct. These 

results suggest that, highly-efficient and rapid faradaic redox reactions take place at the electrode 

surface of BCHCSs and BHCSs. The slope line represents the Warburg impedance associated with 

solid-state Li+ diffusion. However, the low frequency lines for BCHCSs and BHCSs are much 

steeper than that of HCSs, revealing much faster Li+ diffusion. This improvement can be attributed 

to shorten diffusion pathway arising from the bumpy structure. 

The cycling stability of BCHCSs, BHCSs and HCSs anode were measured at a current density 

of 2 A g-1, and shown in Figure 5f. The charge and discharge process presents stability and 

reversibility, coupled with the coulombic efficiency (CE) of approximately 99.8% except in the 

initial stage. At the current density as high as 2 A g-1, a capacity of 541.1 and 298.7 mAh g-1 was 

obtained for BCHCSs and BHCSs respectively, with nearly 100% coulombic efficiency following 

1600 cycles (Figure 5f). These results suggest that BCHCSs feature large capacity, outstanding 

cycle lifespan and rate performance, thus holding great potential for carbon-based anode in high-

performance LICs. 

Electrochemical analysis for lithium-ion hybrid capacitors (LICs) 

For developing asymmetric LICs of high performance, we have chosen commercial AC with an 

ultra–large SSA (3000 m2/g) for carbon cathode. The electrochemical properties of cycling 

performances, discharge medium voltage, rate performances, and charge–discharge curves of AC 

half–cell were evaluated in Supporting Information. (Figure S2 a–d). A novel LICs 

(BCHCSs//AC) is fabricated using the BCHCSs anode and AC cathode in the electrolyte of 

organic Li salt. Before the fabrication of the LICs, the anode of BCHCSs was subjected to a 70–
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hour prelithiation for extending the potential window and eliminating the initial irreversible 

reactions. The stored charged of one electrode can be calculated on the basis of equation (2):  

  
electrode electrode

Q m E C       (2) 

Qelectrode is the total charge, Celectrode is the specific capacitance, m is the active mass, and ΔE is 

the potential window of each electrode. A mass balance of each electrode can be estimated based 

on equation (3) ： 

-

-

electrode

electrode

E Cm

m E C




 
 

  (3) 

The best mass ratio of the anode to cathode was calculated to be about 1:6.5 42. The LICs device 

exhibits a wide working voltage window ranging from 0 to 4.5 V. Figure 6a schematically shows 

the proposed pathway for charge–storage during the charging process. Li+ ions enter BCHCSs via 

several storage mechanisms, including interlayer insertion (graphite domain), adsorption onto 

nitrogen-containing active sites and carbon pores, faraday reactions of nitrogen to provide extra 

capacitive storage, and the accumulation 6PF  ions on AC pores. The discharge process follows a 

reversed pathway of the charge process. 

The electrochemical properties of the optimal LICs (BCHCSs//AC) are systematically studied. 

It can be seen from Figure 6b, the galvanostatic charge–discharge profiles at varying current 

densities assume a symmetric triangular shape, demonstrating good rate capability alongside high 

reversibility. The slightly distorted charge–discharge curves and CV curves (Figure 6c) arise from 

overlap of several charge–storage mechanisms. The corresponding IR drops (Figure 6d) indicate 
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a small polarization in charge–discharge processes 43, along with a low internal resistance that is 

favorable for thigh discharge power delivery in practical applications 44. 

 

 Figure 6. Electrochemical performance of BCHCSs//AC LICs (mass loading of BCHCSs to AC 

is 1:6.5). (a) Schematic depiction of the charge storage mechanism. (b) Galvanostatic charge-

discharge curves at varying current densities. (c) Typical CV curves at varying scan rates (voltage 

range: 0–4.5 V) s. (d) IR drops at varying current densities for the fabricated LICs. (e) Nyquist 

plots of LICs before and after cycles. (f) Benchmarking of ragone plots with reported values. (g) 

Cycling stability at 4 A g-1. Mass loading for anode and cathode is 0.42 mg/cm2 and 2.73 mg/cm2, 

respectively. 
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The IR drops appear at a dynamic state in the galvanostatic process which could cause the 

polarization resistance (Figure 6b), whereas EIS was measured at a static state of capacitors in 

which the polarization resistance was avoided 45. The EIS curve of the LICs (Figure 6e) exhibits 

following features: (1) a small semicircle in the high–frequency area, revealing the capability of 

fast ion transport; (2) small deviations at middle-range frequencies, suggesting a low conductivity 

which may be caused by microporosity and pseudocapacitance, in accordance with the IR drops 

present in GCD measurements (Figure 6b); (3) a curve rising nearly vertically in the low–

frequency range, displaying a typical capacitive behavior 46. Taken together, these results 

demonstrate that microporous carbons can greatly boost electrochemical capacitance but impede 

the transport of ions, giving rise to charge–transfer resistance. The variation of EIS between LICs 

before and after cycling should be mainly caused by the effects the charge–transfer resistance, as 

reflected by semicircles observed in the high–frequency area. 

According to the active substances of the two electrodes, we calculated energy density and power 

density relationship of the optimal LICs device. A maximum energy density of 218.2 Wh kg-1 is 

realized at a power density of 223.5 W kg-1 (Figure 6f). The comparison (Table S2 and Figure 

6f) of the performance of our LICs with reported hybrid systems suggests that, our BCHCSs //AC 

LICs outperform previously reported LICs 47-51. The superior energy density of power capability 

benefits from the unique architecture of anode material. 

We also evaluated the cycling stability of our LICs (Figure 6g). At the current density of 4 A g-

1, the capacity remains 84.8% post 6000 cycles, with a coulomb efficiency nearly 100%. The key 

to realizing such a high rate and outstanding cycling stability lies in the architectural design of the 

nanomaterials in the anode, which allows rapid and reversible Li+ storage and release to match the 

capacitive cathode. The BCHCSs have integrated mechanisms of intercalation/deintercalation and 
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absorption/desorption charge-storage to enable fast and durable Li+ storage, which has greatly 

improved the anodic performance. Consequently, the two electrodes enjoy an optimal match in 

kinetic and lifespan, rendering the fabricated BCHCSs //AC LICs with desirable rate capability as 

well as great cycling stability.  

Conclusions 

In summary, we have successfully engineered BCHCSs and BHCSs, as well as elucidated their 

formation mechanism and outstanding electrochemical performance as anode for LICs. The 

architectural design of the carbon materials with high–level heteroatom–doping leads to enhanced 

contributions from capacitive chare–storage for anode. This effectively overcomes the 

electrochemical mismatch between anode of Li+ storage and cathode of 
6PF storage, enabling a 

BCHCSs //AC LICs. When the mass ratio of anode to cathode is 1:6.5 and the working voltage is 

in the range of 0.0 to 4.5V, the fabricated LICs can deliver the energy density of 218.2 Wh kg-1at 

a power density of 223.5 W Kg-1, which is higher than most reported work. This study provides 

new strategy for the architecture design of carbon nanostructures as high–performance anode 

materials to enhance the power and energy density of LICs.  
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